TTP/C: Implications of the MAC protocol
Bounded response times and « heartbeats » but: loss of Bandwidth need of powerful CPU's maximum timing contraint:
If a station sends a single information, the refresh cannot be more frequent than the length of a round If a station sends several informations, the refresh cannot be more frequent than 2x the length of a round Ex: 5ms time constraint -500kbit/s network with 200 bits per frames -at most 12 frames (6 FTUs of two nodes) or 6 frames if the station sends 2 distinct informations N. NAVET -FeT'2003 - • no synchronization between production and transmission (round) • production cycle is a multiple of the length of a round A node is « fail-silent » if one can safely consume its data when the frame carrying the data is syntaxically correct
Stations are fail-silent: « minimize Pall : the probability that all frames of the FTU sent during a production cycle will be corrupted » Stations are not fail-silent: « minimize Pone : the probability that at least one frame of the FTU will be corrupted»
Assumptions on the error model Each bit transmitted during an EMI will be corrupted with probability If a perturbation overlaps a whole slot, the corresponding frame is corrupted with probability 1 Starting times of the EMI bursts are independent and uniformly distributed over time The distribution of the size of the bursts is arbitrary A fonction is Arguments:
• Pone is shur-concave:
• is maximum for the majorization (equal to with k the number of replicas of the FTU and S the number of slots per round)
Minimize Pone
Idea of the proof (step 1): the farther the beginning of an error burst from a replica, the less likely the replica becomes corrupted. « Non-grouped » allocations have more areas close to replicas per FTU if the probability to have more than one perturbation in the same round is sufficiently low
Case 1) a perturbation for each replica : identical allocation
Case 2) a perturbation can corrupt several replicas with a probability decreasing in the distance between the replicas. A burst of more than slots freezes the system, now the algorithm ensures a distance of slots Arguments: 
Conclusion
Choice of the locations of the slots have a strong influence on the robustness of the network Optimal Allocation on TTP/C for
• the minimizing of Pall, the probability that all replicas are corrupted • The minimizing of Pone, the probability that at least one replica becomes corrupted
Minimizing of Pone for TDMA (in submissionavailable as research report)
Future work :
Configurations made of fail-silent and non fail-silent nodes (minimizing Pone and Pall for different FTU's) Flexray protocol
